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ABSTRACT
.Regional Educational Service Agencies ,. .. .

. (RESAs)--agencies between the state and local level--are an important
resource for helping local educators copewith a variety of pressures
from an increasingly complex environment. They do so by performing
Xwo functions. Political linkage provides knowledge about the impacts

, af mandates on specific districts apd helps negotiate acceptable
.infterpretations. Technical linkage entails learning research- and
Practice-based kpowledge about instruction. and administration. This

, paper describes how field staff- from RESAt in two 'states (New Jersey
and Pennsylvaniaiperfo'rm tftie roles--trainer, liaison, aqd mopitor
that contribute .To each.kinde; linkage. Findings from an analysi9 of
data from 138,fi-eld agetV in 23 RESAs i didates that 'trainers focus
on technical Linkage whfre monitors,empha ize political linkage.

,

Liaison-types.pnivide both linkages. The, study also: indicates how
'state policy helps determine the kind of.linkage provided.
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Service Agencies (RESAs)--agencies between the
e an important.resource for helping local educators
ressures fromaz inareasIngly complex environment.
ing two functions. Political linkage provides
cts of mandates on specifi-c.districts.and helps,
rpretations. Technical linkage entails learning

research -_ and practice-Itased knowledge abOut instruction and administration.
This paper describes how field staff from RESAs in two states perkbrm

thrde roles--trainer, liaison, and monitor that contribute to each kind of
linkage. Findingt. froi an analysis of data fr¢7 138 field agehts in 23
RESAs indicates, that trainers focue on technical linkage while monitors
ethphasize political linkage. Liaisoh types provide both linkages. The
study also indicates how state policy helps deterthine the kind of linkage
provided
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POLITICAL AND TECHNICAL LINKAGE:

THE CONTRIBUTION OF REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCIES

AmericAn school

s consists not only of
national institutions
two kinds of inputs.
textbooks, curricula,

districts operate, in a Complex environment which
their-local communities but a variety of state and
as well. These latter institutions provide At least
One eonstats of new technical knowledge embodied in

newsletters, jodrnals, and various kinds of training
programs. Political inputs consist of legislation'and regulation. Compl-
iance wifth these regulations is ,a necessary' condition for. receiving finan-
cial support in some instances and the legitimacy that. is crucial. for
organizations, especially those in'the public sector, on all occasions.

As this environment becoies..more compleX rocal districts find coping-
with it increasingly more-difficult. rortunately, in theofast twenty years
a new set of'agencies has grown up to help school districts'cope with this 0
environment (Stephens,. 1979)'. These Regional Educational Service Agencies
(RESAs) usually serve a portion of the state. They often hire a.staff of
field agents who help districts keepitrack of new technical and political-
-developments in' edu cation. Howeger, very little is known about how they

. \N
operate.'

I ., r .

I This imper reports on an exploratoii study initiated to -examine how

)RESAs in two states faCilitate e-linkagbetween. local districts and sources
of technical knowledge, However, as t,be.study progressed, we discovered,
that the political linkages these RESAs help mice were equally important.

4 The following sections show howldifferent kinds of. linkage's ftlate to three
strategies for promoting educational change, describe the growth.,pf the
RESAs in America and the syttems of agencies in this' study, and tfien

present findings,aboui tlOw these agencies contribpte to linkages.

Change Strategies and Kinds. of Linkage

A decade ago, Sieber ('1972) identified three. major strategies for
promoting educational change: Two of these are voluntary while the third
is more coercive.. The Rational Man strategy relies on logical argumerha-
tion, the provision of-iiiformation and the development Of technically
sound products to persuade the.local educator to adopt more'efTective
practices. Much of, the pork in curriculum development over the last thirty
years employed this strategy. Reviewing the history of these efforts,
Atkin and House.(1981) conclude that the biggest change has not been any
change ill*inSructional practice at the local level but rather a growing
role for the federal: government in .education. In the science curriculum
area, Welch (1979, p. 301) concludes that "General Patton. . . described
the situation accurately when he wrote, 'weapons change but man Who uses
them changes not at all. . ! The. curricUlum development" projects..
developed many new weapons, but 'little change is.noted in classrooms.",

5 .



. OP/ 'The Cooperator strategy re] es on the development of interpersonal
r la onahips to create a motivat on to change- This strategy is embodied'

in h nge efforts that make use of 'human linking agents to help 'local

edtca Ors identify knowledge needs,or design and implement change' projects.
In the last, fifteen. years, the federal government' sponsored a number of
demonstration programs using such human agents. Reviews of the evaIul,tions

of these programs and comparisons with other programs that do not use human
helpers indicate.that th use- of such indiyi4pals is an effective way to
promote change (see Emriek and Peterson, 1978 and Louis, 1580.

,
.

The third strategy, the Powerl4Ss

.

Functionary approach, relies

*

one
/ legal coercion through the enforcement 'of 1.4ws and regulations to induee -.

change. Although most attention has been given to federal legislatior0.
local districts are legally.preated and authorized by 'state government
(Wirt, 1977) so the 'states 'have great. potential to regulate edUcatiion.7
Traditionally, this influence has been in the areas of financeand gend!al/
organization through cOnsolidiatiod legislation.... In the '70s, however, the
states have atfempted to regulate a broader range of issues relating to
internal management and instructional practice (Wise, 19,7 )1 There has ,

been very little effort to examine how these regulations Ire implemerted/
how states monitor compliance with legislation, how they cope with noncom-.
pliance, or -even hoW they'communicate new expectations for performance

. (Murphy, 1980).. s, '. ,

.

.4*S.,.

Examinatiori of federal enforcement efforts sdtgeses.that while they, .

have eomeoimportant impa s- -they pvoduce relatively little change
instructional practice (Bo d, 1978; Piuly, 1978). One' reason for the

limited' impact of the Powerless Functionary strategy has-been that the'

functionaries are not powerless. When the federal desegregation
..- legislation -and' Title Iliere implemented, it tluickly_became fpparent that

local educators and politicians had the power to thwart fuel enfAcement
and even to affect the budgets of enforOmg agencies (McLaughlin, 1978;

Murphy, 19714 Orfield, 1969). , ,,,,

r

The existene of these change strategiesisuggests that human agents in
RESAs can perform two linkage functions: political and technical. -Follow-

* ing RaVeloak (1969)'we see both' kinds of linkage as boundary spanning
activities-between school dIstridts.and:other agencies. However, political

and technical linkages,Itiffer in two ways. The first refers to the content
-that is transmitted betwegii gencies. Technical linkages deal primarily,
w4th ,knowledge of curriculum and instructional practIce: what should be

'4 taught,and hOw. .It 'is often based'on)dipciplined inquiry, 4nd is-Subject 0

'4'
a Variety of-truth and.utilIty tests (Weiss and Sucuvalas, 1980). Po/iti-

.

cal Linkages deal with knowledge' about regulations and legislation. what.
.

.
decisions, are being considered and which outcomes 'are likely, 1what

decisions *have been made and Mhat they mean, and--most important -=whet
opportunities and constraints..do these decisions create for local actors?-
The two kinds of linkage also emphasize different processes. Technical

linkages entail learningand seleCting: i4entifying'ne4 Opctices or
concepts, selecting ideas for local lisel% 00 developing the sklls to PuT;*,
them 'into pracstice. Political linkages are marked. a process; of

- clarifiCation and negotiation as inblviduals try to ensurethat the Of I
,

*
. , 1,

$ .
4'
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adVantageous interpretationnterpretation of a mandate is made both Ville it is being
formulated and as iti4 beih implemen,Lad and enforced.

As we have described .these change strategies, technical 4nkage..
embodies the techniques of the Cooperator 'strategy but often t ransmit
the knowledge generated through the Rational Man strategy. The erless
Fundtionary strategy is diffeleat4-rbm, but creates a need for, political
linkage. That is, enforc4ment-ef,urt-s-and responses.to. them create a need
for someone to negotiate between those -charged with'enforcing the law and
those Who are being regulated. The two binds of linkage may-also appear in
the same ituation or be mutually reinforcing. ,For instance, requirdments
that school districts implement minimum competency programs or new planning

4 models generate a.need for new technical knowledge.- On the other hand,
those providing technical linkage services may find limited interest in

their servics -until new mandates create a "need" (firestone and Wilson,
1981).

4 ,

..Th

The utility of technical 'linkage for prompting change and the neeed
for political lfhkage that'resultg,'from the increased regullaticin of educa-
tioh raises a question lout where such' linkage, services can be found.
Most past 'research on people providihg technical linkage was done through
evaluations'of federally funded dissemination programs, many of'whia have -
been temporary systems. Federal investment in such 1issemination efforts
i.likely to decline precipitously in the next few years. 'here has been

,little examination of the sources' of political linkage. Individuals
providing both kinds of assistance must find a permanent home. RESAs--,
which represent a tier institutions between the local and katelevel
that is often state supporttd-=seem to provide a. useful and potentially
viable location. A remains to be seen, however, whether 9pe agency can
provids both kinds o linkage.! Thus, it is usefur to know ifRESAs cur-
rently have staff who provide these

his

and..techncal linkage 4

services to schools..

Regional Educational Service Agencies

Regional Educational Service Agencies are located between the state
and local levels, usually to provideassistIpce to local school districts.
They typically exist beTse of the passage of state authorizing or en-
abling legislation. As a. result, depending on State legislation, theymay

tenter into service agreements With school districts and employ staff'who
serve as human agents. Yin and Gwaltney (1981) point out fives poteptial
ad;iranteges of these agencies for providing technical linkages that may
apply to political linkages as well. First, since they serve. several
-school iistricts, they can provide economies of scale. Second, as service
ori:ented"agencies close to local districts; they are likely v) excell other
kinds of agencies4 such as university resarch groups, in providing -such
linkages. Third, since every state can have,such agencies.; they have broad
applicability. Fourth, they have,political and bureaucratic legItimacy as
a part, of. the system that nonprofit organizations typidally do .not.

frotra federal perspective, they are usually basically-supported
by state and local funds arthough they often receive some federal support.

4 4
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In one sense, RESAs have been a part of American education since the

flowering of the common school movement. The first such agencies were the
county.offices founded in Delaware in 1829 (Knezevich, 1969) The county
Offices that developed in the 19th century were jarely service oriented.,
However, the role. of thege offices changed as the number of school dis-
tricts dropped from over 127,000 in 1932 to around 17,000 in 1171 (Steph-

ens, 1979). The modern development of RESAs began in 1948 with the forma--
tion of New-York's Boards-of Coorpogrative Educational Services (BOCES). In

the 60's, several states including Michigan and Pennsylvania converted .._
their administratively oriented county, office systems. to more service

oriented RESAs. In other states, such as Texas, new systems were started
from scratch.

The agencies in this study include the Intermediate Units, (Ills) of

Pennsylvania and the
1

Education Improvement Centers (EICs) and County
Offices in New Jersey.

Pennsylvania's 29 IUs were formed in, 1970 when the state'scounty
offices were reorganized after a maSsive program of, school district
consolidation. The have a,broad mission to perform special education,
curriculum development, educational planning and a avariety

services. Ih addition they may offer any other services agreed torby a
majority of school boards inthe regions served (Dario, 1.976). Over 80% of

IU budgets in the 170s were for the operation of special education
programs; special education. funds go to IUs rather,than directly to school
districts in Pennsylvania. q The'average IU has 241 staffs and the latgest
portion of these people are special education teachers nor supervisors.
However, most IUs have from one to twelwe individuals who can provide
.inservice programs to regional school districts, operate continqmg
educational programs for teachers, serve as consultants to curriculum
development efforts, and coordinate coptacts .between the region and

assorted state and federal educational agendies.r.;The average ILT serves a
region of over 1600 square miles includihg 19 schopl districts.

New Jersey has
a
a number of systems of RESAs, two of which provide

linkages between school districts and other agencies. Its four Educational
Improvement Centers (EICs) were formed between 1967 and 1975. They have
the mission to "on request. . provide support and assistance to local
school districts- and to members pf teaching and 'administrative staff

through the delivery of jpaterials, techniques and. ,ffpsertise necessary to
improve school programs and services" (State of New JeNsey, Chapter 58,
Laws. of 1978): Thus their mission is narrower and focused more on

technical linkages than isgthat of IUs. EIC staffs fluctuate'consNerably

-,-
1 ,

.

. %,
. Because this research is being carried out as part of Research for

Better Schools' mission 6) provide research and development services to the
Pennsylvania; New Jersey, Delaware area, only states in that region with
RESA systems were selected or'tfirtudy.

4
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because these agencies rely heavily-on special program funds wpn competive-
ly from various federal and state agencies. In 1980, the average ETC had
apprOximately 60 staff, half of whom \served linking roles by offering
workshops in a variety of content areas to school distficts, providing
technical as'istance in those same areas, and operating a small resource
center/libraiy. The averC-are E1C serves 148 school districts spread over
1,960 miles.

f '

While the EICs and IUs have their own 112ards of directors, New Jer-
sey's 21 County OfficeS operate aS branch offices bf the-State Department
of Education. In 1975, New Jersey passed its Thorough and Effthent
education legislation (TW which,requfred, amongother things, thatschoOl
districts follow a state mandated planning process and that schools achieve
above minimum criterion levels on a state designed basic skills test (Wise,
)979). Should districts not meet these!' requirements, the state can take
over operation of the district (New Jersey Board of Education, 1980). From
1975 through 1980, County Offices had the responsibility of- monitoring
school districts to ensure that they comply with state requirements. The
average County Office has seven professioAals, six of whom work in the
field hy, visiting school to monitor compliance, responding to requests for
information, and overseeing state career education, vocational education,
and special education programs:

Data Collection

In the fall of 1980, site visits were made to 23 agencies: 11 IUs,
two EICs,, and 10 County Offices. These agencies were selected after
consultation with stare department staff and agency directors to ensure
variation in size, population density, distribution throughout each state,
and reputation for.helping educators keep abreast of riZw knowledge relevant
to their work. A major assumption based on.previous research and substan-
tiated by initial investigations was that the major means of providing
linkages between local districts and external sources cr)f knowledge and
political constraint was contact between the district and-individual field
agents employed by the RESA. To learn about the linkage provided by the
RESA, 4 was necessary to know what'its field agents were doing. As a
result, at each agency in addition to meefing with administrators, data was
collected froM'three to 12 field agents. The agents were selectpd by the
agency director after discussion with' the research staff to larify our
definition of this role% In 17 agencies we collected data fredin all agents
available, and in tte rese'mOre than'half were included. Each field agent
was interviewed fot approximately an hour and asked to complete a question-
nairt. Complete data were obtained from 138 field agents.

To examine\the political and technical linkages provided by these
agencies, we first identify three roles-performed by these field agents.
Next we At interview and survey 'clat to show how different linkage func- ry

tions are performed through eatal typ of role. Finally, we show how.kthe-
different'roles are distributed Smon the 23 agencies.

/

p
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Types of Field Agent Roles

There is a growing literature examining how liternalage s mediate
between local educators and knowledge producers. One major th me in this
literature has been an effort to identify the roles field age play when
working with educators. One empirical approach tos 031s task is to giveim
respondents a list of role descriptors and ask to what extent each is

pprformed4 RespoJs to these questions Are then factor analyzed to

determine whether sets of items come together in coherent I=OleS"simtlar to
those predicted in the thepretical 14-elature (Madey, 1979; Louis et al.,
1981). This is esentially the procedure that We followed. Respondents
were given a list of eleven items that come from previous'role conceptuali-
sations_ (e.g:, Butler and Paisley, 1978) and &ftwa,preliminary discussions
with field agents.

.

A factor Analysis of .their responses suggests that field agents
r perforM three distinct roles (Table 1). The first Is labeled trainer/ex-

.

pert.

Table 1 about here

It includes itentS such as acting as a curriculum expert and designer,
presenting workshops, And acting as a group process trainer. The last item
was intended, to tap organization development activities. However, inter-
views indicate that this work is rarely done by the field agents in these
agencies so it seems likely that respondents emphasize-the idea of provid-
ing training. 'The second faCtor, refers to lison activities such as
identifying clients needs4. finding resources--usually, in the form f
training but also including knowledge abou4 legal matters--and bringing -the
resoucces and client together. The final factor consists of one item,
"moniebring.6 This item refers to the activity of collecting data to make
decisions on whether the school or district is complying with law and code.

To assess the validity of these roles, factor scores were comioared to
responses to a set of questions about how field agents spent their time.
There are seventeen possib=le items. Of.these the item "giving workshops"
is the only one referring to expert/trainer activity exclusively; time
spent' in general liaison, helping schools `assess needs, finding human
resources, and finding materials all refer to liaison activities; and

"monitoring schools/districts to insure that regulations ars being
followed" refers to,monitoring. Generally, there is a good fit between the
factor scores and reports of time use. G etas range from '.46 for liaison
to .73 for trainer/expert and .98' for monitoring.

Although lie speak of these rolesas independent types of activity they
are often combined4in practice. To examine the amount of overlap, respon-

r- dents were classified as high and low on each factor wit the top third_of
each distribution established as the high grqup. s-tabulation- of
scores on all three factors shows_that 37% of the resp dents scored high
on only one role type, 33% scored high on tw('')I and less than one percbnt

*IS
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(one person) scored High on all three. (For further examination of the
\ipmpatirlity of different-roles, 'see Firestone and-Wilson, 1981).

The Linkage Functions of Diffdrent Roles

Thissection indicates tle linkage function associated with each role.
In the process, it is necess y to ,introduce a second distinction having to
ao with the field person's clientele,i1 As boundary spanners, field staff
often have diliided loyalties, but some see'themselves as working primarily"
for local school districts whereas otfiers atskciate themselves more with
the state. Figure 1 gmmarizes our views of the linkagefunctions played
by each role. Expert/trainers emphasize technical linkage (although not
exclusively) and see school distridts as their clientele. Liaison staff
also work primarily for school districts, but they combine political and
technical linkage. Monitors stress political linkage, but they work for
the state.

-.v.,

Figure 1 about here

Individuals' descriptions of their work dining- interviews illustrate
how they 'carry out their linkage functions. Expert /trainers tend to be
specialists- in some content area who interact with local educators through
workshops and consultations about technical problems:

I *am a specialist in bilingual eduCation and 'English as a

Second Language. . . I, work with or ,assidt any district,`
community agency or college. The ragge is from early childhood
to university, for instance on the implementation of bilingual
programs in'day-care centers and elementary schools. . . I us
two main strategies: workshops that are held at the (agenc
or in tHe district or community and constatations a the .

(agency) or on site.

1337
2

I assist the local education agencies in and area I can in the'
area of reading from preschool to adult. I meet with core
committees of Title IV-C project., help in implementation of the
Pendsylvania Comprehensive Reading Program. . . I do inservice,
consulting, grant proposals, workshops, and testing.

While expert/tfainer work provides technical linkage, it is affected,
by the political /regulatory environment of school districts: That is,

districts often request training in"ok-der to comply with state or federal
mandates as is true in the second,case cited above. Thus field agents who

2
Numbers refer to specific interviews. Interviews 0101-1199 are frOM

IDS, 1201-W99 are from EIM: 1401-2399 are from County Offices.

7
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do training say they "did the entire T&E series" of workshops for a

district or."I am now doing Long Range Planning" with a district indicating
that they are providing assistance with state mandated planning procedures.

.
"tv..

Monitoring is more Of .a political liNlkage process... The'emphasis is on.
i .

I,
.

enforcement, but monitors frequently find that "enforcing is not a unilat-"
eral act.. Rather it requires a good deal of negotiation and explaining.

' At times, it even involves a limited amount of technical linkage.., Pepple
who -do a great deal of monitoring say, that their job is "ti monitor, ,to. -
look for compliapce with law and code, state mandates, and provisions of the

T&E-Law" (2333), In some cases, this requires giving direction: °

*
a

b 4

Coordinating basic skills and special servic- programs. The
ipdividuaf (in the district) assumed the coordinator's role foi
special services, but didn't work at doing it. ,..We finally
said, you must have a coordinator or the 'program won't be
funded. They got a new coordinator. . . -'

1930

However, monitor often find that strict enforcement is not possalle. As

one says, :'You can't -hold it 'over their heads.' You can't say, 'Its the
law.' We show them alternative ways to do things" (1632). -Strict enforce-
ment may not be possible because the school district will seek supp9rt,from
some otber--soutwe in the Department of Education or the legislature or
because the competence to comply is simply, Eacking as the following instan-

-des indicates:

The superinteAdent needed a lot of help with the annual'report .

(required by the, state). *He had a lot of trouble getting
things together and understanding what the state wants. He
overcomplicates. W;el-it someone out, to sit with him while he

, did it, '

2135

In many cases, monitors deemphasize enforcement and seek to portray them-
selVes working with school districts to Delp them cope with regulations:

I try to help districts be in compliance with federal.ra d state *.

Nandates. I assist school districts in identifying the r-roles
to organize and be able to see where they are in the T&E
process. .

tie

2130

Personally, the monitoring aspect can be, done because Tii am

viewing it as a task of providing formative help to prevent
.problems.

st

.0

8
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Although monitors work primarily with legal issues, technical knowl-
edge may also be provided as a byproduct, as the following example.indi=
cates:

The problem was that the LEA was using local criterion refer-
enced assesstent based on competencies,. and their assessment
was not proper in View of the (agency) because the items were'

(-unweighted. Monitoring Title I brought me in, and I saw the
need. I told'them about their assessment flaws and helped them
change the system.

1832

Liaison work includes both technical and political linkage. It covers
a broad range of activities-needed to maintain a neMork.of interactions
among districts, the RESA, and the outside world. Some of the
interaction with school diptricts is intended to determine needs for
technical knowledge as the following quote indicates:

I have three (advisor}, committees). One is related to bilin-
gual and English as a Second Language. The other one's related
to career education and the other one is related to science
education. And those are forums for . . creating,demands }Ur
services. And that's a two-way street. Tearing needs and-

addressing those needs with the services we provide. . . You
have to be a better listener. You have to prod people to\share
with each other.

1035

Some of it is managing the flow of Service:

My major responsibility is. . . trying to match the need
identified in local school district's with expertise in our own
agency or a local University., I coordinate a ,continuing
education program similar to that of a college.

0

0331

Tht liaison person's.interaction with the,outside world is with sources of
both technical and legal knowledge. Thus, liaison people spend a good deal
of time seeking experts to.provide the training that, their constituent
school' districts need for one reason pr another. However, they also
mediate between the districts and regulatory agenCies, especially the
state:

f
.,

I inform the board and superintendents of forthcoming legisla-
tion and its effects on their policies ,end programs. Also I
get an audience for a, particular, superintendent or :board
pregident wit legislators regarding a unique districp problem.

9
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We stand between state policies and interpret them. We have to

soften these policies and Assist the districts. Sometimes this

involves handholding.

0934

To Lurthet sort out the linkag6 functionF associated with each role
type; a variety of data were examined to determine the content areas in
which field agents worked, the specific activities they carried .out, the
intensity bf"their relationships wit their clienfs, the initiators of USA
activities for school districts, the sources of knowledge they 'Use in their
work, and the strategies they employ to deliver services. We identified 32

possible variables associated with these issues. Table 2 reports the

resulteof the 12
3
variables where statistical diff6u.p.ce8 exist among the

three role types. The analysis in this table involved a comparison of
pure types (i.e., People who score,high on one role and low on the'other

two) rather than just comparing those who score high on a role since it is
possible to score high on more than one role.

4

. Table 2 about here

Field agents work in five difkrent content areas, /three Of which
produce differences among the three pure role types. Curriculum, which

includes reading, mathematics, social studies, and so forth is one area

where one might turn to source4,of technidal knowledge--i.e., rational

experts - -to ,find out about the latest trend. The same is true of

administration which includes leadership and supervision, guidance,

personnel, and stAent management issues like attendance and discipliner
Finally, legal issues refer directly to regalations set and enforced'by
state and federal agencies. These are matters flor political linkage.

Interview responses indicdte the overall pervasiveness of both

political and"technical linkages (Table 2, items a-c). Three-fifths of all

field agents mention that their work includes legal issues and over half.
refer to curriculum in some way. Still,' there are some important

differences. More than twice as many Drainers as monitors report working
on curriculum 'issues while almost three times as many monitors mention
legal issues. Liaisod.people fall in between for both curriculum and legal
issues, although they tend to be more like monitors_than trainers. At the

same time, they mention administrative matters mote often than either
group.

: For the interval level data taken from survey items (Table 2, items
A

g-k) can analysis of variance was performed. For the dichotomous data
,(mentioned /not mentioned) taken from the interviews, Chi-square tests were

performed. Data in the table represent variables` where the level of

statistical significance wa$ les an .05.

1.4
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We identified five different activities from'the interviews where we
asked the respondents to describe what they did in their field agent role.
Two of the three which' produced statistically significant! differensps--
cohducting workshops And writing materials/propotals--stress providing
technical knowledge to local edUcators although.tome political knowledge is
included. . These activities are usually conducted for SAools, ..pot

state% ,They are carried frequently; in fact,. almost two-thirds% of the
field agents report that they give workshops (Table 2, item d). Trainers
report doing these activities 'much more frequent19-than do monitors while
liaison pedpie are in between. The third activity which is conducted for
the state is"the acme as one of the roles, monitoring. As would be expec-
ted, the pure monitors report doing' almost' four times as much 'monitoring as
do trainers and' even more than do field agents who specialize in liaison
work.'

The expert/trainer 'who interacts with a school district through
workshops and consultations about technical problems has developed a
specialised skill which suggests more of a long term commitment in working
with 'school:districts. Our data indicate that people who were identified
as trainers are, indeed; engaged in more long-term projects with specific
schools or districts. . They report over lour times as many long term
projects"(defined as three or more separate ,sessions with a school or
district to work on one' topic) as do monitors (Table 2, item g). Liaison
people report almost as many long term relationships asi.,do trainers.

The three kinds of field agent roles differ not only in the kind of
linkage that' is 'provided but in who initiates the interaction: the
district, the RESA, or the state. In the questionnaire, field agents were
asked what,, percent of- their acSivitie were initiated by the three
dif erent sources. People who do liaison work report initiation more
emselyes than do either ,trainers or monitors"(Table 2, items h, i).

Monitors initiate the least on their own. By contrast,' monitors report
that almost twoLfifths of their contacts are,initiated by the state.

,To provide linlyiges: field staff must be in contact with elements of
the outside world 'As well as local educators. To learn about those
contacts, fieldagents were asked. how often they turn to each of 18
different sources 'for information. Examination

4
of these sources reveals

three different sets to which field agents turn. The first set is paper
soures. These include newsletters, educational journald, 'curriculum
materials, textbooks 'and technical reports all of which tend to stress
knowledge" from the technical sector. The second is personal
sources--colleagues and superiors within the agency and individuals. in
local school districts. This set reflects information sources within the

4
A factor analysis of the 18'items produced four distinct factors, two

of which were combined in our analysis to form a single factor. The first,
factor, institutional, had factor loadings on the four' items ranging from
.51 to .68. The second factor had two items pertain/11g to curriculum"
materials which had loadings of .72 and .80. Thikfactor was combined with.
the third one,which includedthree items related to research materials
(loadingsrom .50 to .88), to form a single factor which we labeled paper
sources. The final set of three items reflected personal sou rtes and had
loadings from .44 to .73.

Af
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region and cannot be viewed az .epresenting either the technical or

Political sector of the environment. The final Iset is rather unusual,_ It

includes the state department of education, feAral agencies, profebsional
associations and regional adyisory' committees. We consider these to be
"institutional sources." These sources provide' Many different kinds of
knowledge.

/.e

believe that political knowledge--including information

1about anew re Cations and funding opportunities, the potential impacts of
such changes on,.specific schools and districts, and he responses of both
districts and professional associations--is a promine type of knowledge
provided. ,

0
.

Field agents turnto personal sources most often, paper sources next,
d institutional sources least often _(Table 2, items j, k). Of the

nstitutional sources, they turn to the state department most often (not
reported). The differences among the three types of roles are significaht
for two of the three factors: paper and institutional sources. As might
be expected, trainers .turn to paper sources more often than coo monitors.
Surprisingly, liaison people 'turn . to istitutional sources most

I often--indicating again that there is a substantial element of political
linkage to their work. One might expect monitors to turn to this source
most often, but they probably get the -same information through their
superiors who interact frequehtly with the state departments.

We also asked the field agents to describe any particular strategies
they employed in creating,: an interest on the part of school districts for
RESA services. From the . interviews we identified eight different
strategies adopted by RESA. staff. Only one, exhibiting an expertise,in an
activity or content area, towed any differences among pure. role types.
The trainers who most clearly provide technciai knowledge were the ones Who
most frequently mentioned a reliance on expertise in order to attract their
clients. Three-fifths of trainers reported using such a strategy-while
less than one - fifth of the liaison and mon(tor types mentioned the heed to
emphasize any particular expertise. i

Linkage,, Patterns by Agency

We have described thtlee kinds-of activities carried out by RESA field
agents and indicated hOw these activities promote political and technPcal
linkage. It remains to determine whether RESAs differ in the kinds of
linkage they provide. To do so we look at the distribution of scores among
the 23 agencies included in-the study..

As a first step a onerway analysis of varianee was conducted of scores
across the 23 agencies. It was assumed that if there were significant
between-agency differencei, then agency means could be viewed as a measure
of .agency behavior and not just of individual work. F scores for the
analyies of variance were 11.81 for monitoring, 1.77 for training, and 1.20
for'the, liaison role. Differences among agenc4es on both training and
monitoring were found to be significant at the :05 level. Thus, it is

allpropriate to speak of the Xtent to which specific agencies conduct
training and monitoring activities.

Examination,of the distribution of scores shows two distinct clusters
-of agencies (Figure 2). The first consists of all the County Offices and

K (
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two' IUs. These are the agencies that do a great dealsofmonitoring. The
.second consists of the" ,two EICs and the; remainder of 'the IUs. These
agencies are substantially lower on monitoring. - For the most part, the
first 'eoup does very little training. Only two of these agencies are
above the mean fbr training (4.68). By.contrast, most of the second group
does a great deal of, training. Only-three of this grou are below the

y mean. These differences among agencies reflect state polity and, to some
extent, regiOdll demand. An explanation of this 6onnection depends on our
previous knowledge of events in the two states. The impact of state
policies is especially clear in New Jersey. After a series of judicial
decisions in the Robinson vs.' Cahill case, the New Jersey legislature
passed the T&E 'legislation which made the State Department responsible for

06
Figure 2 about here

\

ensuring that each school system p vided a Thorough and Efficient ,Educa-
tiop tp children in the district (N w Jersey State.Board of Education,
1980). At that time Department planners saw two functions to be performe4
in the field: monitoring to ensure compliance and training to inc;page
districts' capacity to education, especially in those areas specified by
law. The da5sion,walf made to sepirate the two Junctions (Ogden, n.d.),
Monitoring procedures, including in many cases the specific fo'ms to be
used,' were worked out'largely within the Department,; and the County Offices
were assigned the task of implementing them.

Although the training furiction was given to the EICs, less, attention
was given to specifying what training would be delivered 'and how (Josephson
and Scharff, 1977). One reason for the greater leeway in the training area
was the belief that districts should have consi erable autonomy to deter-
mine- .their training needs, that the state ha an obligation to offer
training but not to mandate it (Ogden, n.d.). Wit in this context the EICs
concentrated on providing training services. The specific ,a ervices offered
were determined largely withinthe EIC although these decisions were
informed by consultation with the state department, annual needs assess-
ments featuring'surveys of regional service'users, and informal discussions
with local clients.

41r

Many of the County Offices were uncomfortable with the monitoring
function and sought ways. to maintain cordial...working relationships with
local districts in what was often a tense political atmospheres .Offering

Al training (and liaigon services) is one way to maiptaAn such relationships.
Apparently; within the time constraints established by_ heavy monitoring
responsibilities, several County.Offices are attempting to provide training
services directly.

. The situation in Pennsylvaa is quite different. That state does
require that Uistricts follow mandated planning requirements, but these
requirements are not as detailed as in New Jersey, nor does Pennsylvania
have a minimum 'competev testing program with sanctions attached to it.
IUs do administer special education funds anC, as a result, have some
monitoring responsibilities in that area. A few other state regulations

ti
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affect the linkages IUs offer, but most - -.such a's those governinvIU offered
in-service programs--facilitate or peimit rather than requtu, services.
Within these limits, the program of each.IU is determined by a board pf
directors elected from the boards of education of member districts. The
program is also influenced substantially by superintendents of schools in
the region (Dario, 1970. Thus, the'ilature of expert/trginingservices
offeretl,-and to some extent whether they are offered at all--v.arieS with
demand. In fact, the director of one of the two IUs olaisified with the
County Offices indicated t >t there was very little' interest in training

.

and inservice assistance on his district.

I
Conclusion

Regional Educational Service Agencies are an important source of

ontical and technical linkage for school distri ts. -These linkages are
provided through three kin of activities. ert/training work empha-
sizes the provision of tec ical information, primarily through w9rkshops
but also. through more inte ive consultations. Monitoring entails"both the
collection of -information, needed for enforcement purposes and helping
districts comply. Unlike'the other activities described here, monitoring
is conducted fof the state acting as a regulator rather than for the
district. Liaison work combines both technical and political functions by
helping local educatcirs keep abreast of developments outside the region and
by .putting them in touch with sources of knowledge on both technical
matters and regulation as the "need arises. Whfle these activities are
Conceptually distinc they,often appear together. One set may complement
the other, especially when new regulation creates the need for new techni-
cal knowledge.' .

t A
' The types of activity were identified through an examination of the

work of indivhduals; however their distribution reflects decisions made /at
both the RESA and the state level. The prevtlence of monitoring in the /New
J5rsey COunty Offices in particular reflVets the demands createeby 'the
courts and legislature as interpreted by the Department of Education in
that state, Legislation and regulation also affect the extent to which
these agencies engage in Ixibrt/training activities in these two'states,
but note by setting limits to what is posSible than by specifying in detail
what services will be performed. 4 e:

It is apparent that RESAs are serving a useful.fur2Lon in tieing
together the national educational system and helping local districts cope
with external forces. Wliether'they will continuekto do so depends on
decisions made at the state level concerning two issues: funding and
regulation. The number of',RESAS expanded during the '60S and '70s partly
as a result, of increased federal funding for education, but an important
argument for their existence is that they permit economies of Scale. Thus,
as funding for education continues to decline, it may be argued that funds
shoqd continue to go to RESAs in order to promote the efficient'delivery
of services. However, in the political debates thgt determine how declin-
ing funds are allocated, strong arguments will be made to keep funds at the

4 ---
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local level. These will be persuasive because there are more Focal educa-
tors than RESA employees and because the public understands the functions
of school districts better than those of RESAs. The final dectslOps will
depend in part on which services are maintained. For instance, a continued
perceived need for technical linkages to the outside'world will support the
continuation of RESAs. It will also depend on the extent to

-
hick RESAs

are seen as useful to local educators.

The regulatory issue is somewhat different. We are enterin'ga period
V declining regulation of education as the recent passage of_block grant
legislation'incllicates. However, the block eant legislation also moves the
responsibility for regulation in some areas from the federal to the state
level. To some extent, states can be expected not to take up this regula-
tory responsibility; but in some areas they may have no choice. Shifts in
\regulation create both needs for RESA services and dilemmas for RESA
lmanagement. Insofar at stfte regulation is increased, there will be an
increased need for some 4ort of -political linkages from RESAs. These
agencies may also be expected to become directly involved in regulation.
This direct involvement can be problematic. While it justifies the contin-
ued existence of RESAs, it also undermines their political support when
funds are allocated. Moreover, there is some question about how well
enforcement and service functions can'be combined: For instance, while it
may be possible to combine the Cooperator and Powerless Functionary strate-
gies for promoting change in some miter plan, it is difficult to imagine
embining them in the same position. The future of RESAs will de,end,large
measure on how well they can continue providing services that dre Itieemed
impdrtant to their clientele, including both political and technical.
linkage, without becoming involved i unpopular enforcement efforts.
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Table 1

Factor Analysis of Eleven Field 4ent Roles
1

,

(N = 127)

Role Items
FACTOR 1

2)
FACTOR 2 FACTOR .3

Trainer/Expert Liaison Monitor

Curriculum Expert .78 .15

Curriculum Designer .64 .28

Workshop Presenter .62 .10
(

Group Process Trainer .50 .35

Resource Finder

Needs Assessor/Planner

Coordinator

.08 .1Q

.15 .59 1

.2i .54

On -Call Constiltant

Proposal Write

Salesperson

-.09

.22

.41

.32

4

-.03

.40

.19

.21

-.05

.30

.43

21-4

4kk .08

s

.15, ..

-.14

-.67

0 :4'1

Orthogonal factor analysis with varimax rotation.

2
Our cutpoint for inclusion in.a factOr with ± .50.

r
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Table 2 le

i
- ....., # .

Selected Differences Among Pure-Type Fielfl'Agent Roles

t OVERALL
)Ir 1

PURE -TYPE acOREs
CIIARACTERSTIC SCORE

. f
Trainer Liaison Monitor

(W1133) (N=17) 1=13) JN=19) 7

Content Areas {% who mention):

a. Curriculum

b. Administration

c. Legal

Activities (% who mention):

57 76 .. 38

29. 29 77

'61 29 77

'2. Conducting Workshops -.66

e. I-Writing 32

J. Monitoring' 43

,441.

Intensity ,",,,,

6.7

or,

g. .No. Longte;E: Projects -

Initiation time initiated by):
/

h. RESA 35

i. State 19

.88

76

24

10.7

31

0

88

44

8

V

81

9.2 2.3

31 41 ' 25

13 10 38

Knowledge Sources ( of item scores):

,Paper. 13:81. 15.5 .13.8,

7.8 8..2 st 8.6

Strategies (% who mention):

j
k. Institutional

1. Expertise-

r:

19 59 15

10.7

5.8

19

4.

II \ . N)
41

' 0

,
WThe :overall ,score included field agents who were in- mixed-as well as pure-type

categories. There were five respondents who did not report Sufficient darato be
included in this analysis. 1'

4.
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